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Recognised as a market leading PPP Advisor

EY has a significant presence in ASEAN, with more than 600
professionals providing a full range of Transaction Advisory Services

EY’s Infrastructure & Project Finance Advisory is one of the
leading project finance and infrastructure advisors, both globally
and in Asia. EY has over 500 dedicated professionals worldwide,
including 150 in the Asia Pacific region.

Thailand

61 personnel
Vietnam

71 personnel

Philippines

34 personnel

Indonesia

100 personnel
Singapore

261 personnel

Malaysia

108 personnel

Sri Lanka

28 personnel

Maldives

1 personnel

Sector focus

We cover all subsectors within infrastructure, including land
transport (rail, BRT, urban transit, roads), airports, energy, water and
real estate. Recent achievements:

Land 
transport

Renewable

Airports
Real 

estate

Projects include: 
► Kuala Lumpur –

Singapore HSR
► LRT Line 6 project 

in Philippines

Projects include:
► a 50 MW Large 

Scale Solar tender, 
Malaysia

► SGD3 billion green 
bond financing, SG

Projects include:
► Western Sydney 

Airport
► NAIA Airport, 

Philippines 

Projects Include: 
West Kowloon 
Cultural District 
Authority (WKCDA) 
Exhibition Centre,  
Hong Kong

EY and Infrastructure Advisory 



► Asia’s population is set to rise to 4.2bn by 2020, causing additional strain on Asia’s infrastructure.
► Some 1.5bn people in Asia lack access to decent sanitation, 640m lack access to clean water, and 930m lack 

electricity—over 700 mil are in South Asia 

Source: Asian Development Bank, Meeting Asia’s infrastructure Needs, 2017 .

As infrastructure availability increases, GDP per capita, 
measured as gross domestic product divided by total 
population, increases

As infrastructure availability increases, poverty rate 
(measured as the percentage of population below the 
international poverty line of $1.90 a day) decreases

Source: Asian Development Bank, Meeting Asia’s infrastructure Needs, 2017 .

Asia’s Infrastructure and Economy

Note: Infrastructure index is computed based on first principal component of infrastructure stocks in roads, airport, electricity, telephone, mobile, broadband, water and sanitation
Source: World Development Indicators, World Bank; ADB estimates

GDP per capita and infrastructure index, 2011 Poverty rate and infrastructure index, 2011



In ASEAN, infrastructure investment needs are estimated to be USD 110bn per annum until 2025:

How does the value of the infrastructure needs compare to existing projects? On an annual basis, this is the 
equivalent of:

ASEAN Infrastructure Needs

Power (generation,   
transmission and distribution)

Telecommunication (ICT) Water and sanitation

Transport (road, rail, 
port, and airport)

USD 55bn USD 38bn

USD 9.2bn USD 7.8bn

97x
Singapore 

Sports Hub 88x
Jewel 

Changi

19x
Marina 

Bay Sands 7x
SG-KL 
High 

Speed Rail

8x to 12x 
Changi Airport 

T5

Source: Asian Development Bank, ASEAN Investment Report - infrastructure investment and connectivity, 2015



Major International Initiatives in Every Sector

ASEAN Highway Network (AHN)

Road spanning 38,400km connecting ASEAN land 
transport with China and India

Singapore-Kunming Rail Link (SKRL)
Rail system spanning over 6,890 km linking ASEAN key 
cities of Singapore, KL, Bangkok, Phnom Penh and Ho Chi 
Minh City to Southern China (Kunming)

ASEAN Roll-On / Roll-Off (RO-RO) Shipping 
Network and Short Sea Shipping
Consolidate maritime connectivity through the 
development of port and port–associated industries

ASEAN Single Aviation Market (ASAM) 

Drives development of new airports and upgrading of 
existing airports

Source: ASEAN Investment Report, Infrastructure investment and connectivity, ADB

Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline (TGAP) 

13 bilateral gas pipelines completed to transport gas 
across borders to ensure greater security of gas supply 

ASEAN Power Grid (APG)
9 power interconnection projects have been completed 
to enhance electricity trade across borders to meet the 
rising electricity demand



ITE College West 
Asia’s first successful 
social infrastructure PPP

Developments in Singapore

Past iconic projects Pipeline for the next decade

Changi Airport Terminal 5 - currently in development

Tuas Port - targeted completion in 2040

Redevelopment of different parts of Singapore - e.g., 
Jurong Lake District, Punggol Digital District, and 
Woodlands North Coast

Kuala Lumpur-Singapore High Speed Rail - currently 
on hold

Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) - Expansion of the rail 
network by over 100 km (Jurong Region Line, Cross 
Island Line, RTS Link)

2010

PUB / NEA
Successful implementation of 
PPPs in the utilities sector

2013 -2018

June 2014

Singapore Sports Hub  
Asia’s first successful 
sports and leisure PPP

April 2019
Jewel Changi Airport

Successful launch of Singapore’s 
newly opened mixed-use complex 
at Changi Airport

Public-Private Partnerships



Public-Private Partnerships (PPP)

A form of joint cooperation between the government, or a government body, and the

private sector where two parties cooperate as a means of establishing public services

or public infrastructure

What are
PPPs?

What is 
project 

financing?

Project financing means raising money for an infrastructure or industrial project
► Involving one or more corporate sponsors investing in and owning a single purpose, 

infrastructure / industrial asset
► Lenders to a project would look primarily to the cash flow and assets of that project 

as the source of payment of their loan



Typical PPP Contract Structure

Government

Financiers
Equity investors

(Funds / developer-sponsors / 
operators / constructors)Concessionaire SPV

(Sponsor)

Concession 
agreement

Payment and/or
right to charge

Equity investment agreement 

Equity

Dividends

Constructor

Loan agreement

Debt

Debt service

O&M provider

Agreements
Payment flows

A project company Special-
Purpose Vehicle “owns” the 
infrastructure project

Various contractual 
arrangements are 
organized to support 
the construction and 
operations of the 
infrastructure project 

Operations of the project 
generate cash flow to 
service the debt and 
remunerate the sponsor

Debt is provided on a 
limited recourse or 
non-recourse basis. It is 
repaid on the cash flow 
generated by the 
project



Role of Stakeholders in a PPP Project 
The stakeholders have different degrees of involvement across the different stages of the PPP project lifecycle

Stakeholders Project planning Project preparation
Tender and 
transaction

Contract Management

Hand over
Construction

Operation & 
Maintenance

Sponsor
Participate in the 
tender and raise 

financing
Invest equity

Own asset and receive 
dividends

Transfer the asset to 
the government

Government
Identify and screen 
projects that meet 

national needs
Assess market interest

Issue the tender and 
select preferred bidder

Contract management, possible support Own the asset

Lenders
Agree to finance the 

project
Invest debt

Receive debt
payments from SPV

D&B/EPC contractor
Support the sponsor in a 
consortium, provide cost 

inputs

Design and build the 
asset

O&M contractor
Support the sponsor in a 
consortium, provide cost 

inputs

Operate and maintain
the asset

Users / Off-takers Make use of the asset



How PPPs can Help
Emerging markets have used PPPs to help deliver infrastructure projects. PPPs draw on private finance  which can deliver the 

following benefits:

Governments can 
transfer risk and avoid 
upfront spending

PPPs let governments use the private sector to take most development and operating risks and avoid 
large, upfront capital spending

Unlock larger source of 
private funding

The opportunity to invest in PPP projects can catalyse and deepen the domestic finance markets, both 
banking and potentially the capital markets, by attracting different forms of capital and financial 
expertise and innovation into developing countries

Fosters sustainable 
economic growth

In facilitating the delivery of projects that might be challenging to deliver as public-sector projects, 
PPPs help to deliver infrastructure that might otherwise not have been possible. In doing so PPPs can 
help create new jobs and foster sustainable economic growth

Better project design, 
on-time delivery and 
reduced whole of life cost

Private sector expertise, innovation and technology can enable better project design, on-time 
delivery, and reduced whole-of-life costs and hence deliver better value for money for governments



PPPs Increasingly used by Governments in Rail 
Sector

►PPPs are projected to comprise USD 

207bn or approximately 75% of 

announced global rail expenditure over 

the next 5 years

►By number of projects PPPs are 
projected to comprise ~67% of global rail 
projects (excluding agency expenditures)

►Transactions are generally large, with 
metro and intercity PPPs being larger 
than light rail

►PPPs have been applied primarily to the 
rail systems and operations, although 
some relate to rolling stock only
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Expenditure charts include estimates for ongoing expenditures by government agencies 
not characterised as “projects”.

Source: IJ Global and Inframation



Range of Procurement Options for PPP
PPP can provide a range of procurement approaches depending on the varying degree of roles, risk transfer and investment 

requirement between the public and private sector.  Some arrangements illustrated below.

Management 
contracts

Turnkey 
Construction 

/ O&M

Lease

Concession

Private 
ownership

Private Sector

Finance / 
Investment

Public Sector

Public Sector Risk, Obligations & Duration Private Sector

Public Sector 
owned and 

operated 



Singapore’s Role in Driving Infrastructure Projects

Expertise and track record

across the infrastructure value chain

Major financial centre in the region

Up to 60% of project finance transactions 

are arranged by Singapore-based banks

Professional services and expertise

Huge talent pool and strong legal framework

Collaboration with multilaterals

Singapore works closely with the major 

multilateral development banks 

Presence of international and local 

engineering and consulting firms



Singapore Initiatives

Rail Infrastructure Fund (RIF)

1. Constructing infrastructure such as stations,

tunnels and tracks

2. Replace, upgrade and add rail infrastructure,

such as tunnel and tracks for existing rail

infrastructure

3. For investment to enable the fund to keep up

with inflation

Infrastructure Asia

1. Connects Asian governments with the relevant

domain experts

2. Bring parties with the requisite expertise to help

partners bridge knowledge gaps and uplift

capabilities

3. Provide advisory services

Singapore Business Federation (SBF)  

Infrastructure Committee 

Aims to bring together the Singapore business

community and foster capabilities in key sectors

Singapore Infrastructure Dispute-Management

Protocol 2018

Sets out a carefully-tailored procedure for the

appointment and involvement of a Dispute Board

(DB) to assist in the effective management of

differences or disputes that may arise in the context

of infrastructure projects



Infrastructure-related Roles*

Infrastructure-
Related  

Opportunities 
Financing

➢ Institutional investors
➢ Banks
➢ Sponsors / developers
➢ Strategic investors

Advisors

➢ Financial, technical, tax and 
accounting, legal and insurance 
advisors

➢ Real estate firms / master 
planners

Project Construction and 

Operations

➢ Developers and contractors 
➢ Project and facilities managers
➢ Engineers
➢ Tax and accounting

Regulators, Legal and Policy

➢ Lawyers
➢ Policy makers
➢ Economists

*This list is illustrative, not exhaustive



Many Firms Active in Infrastructure 
in the Region*

*This list is illustrative, not exhaustive



➢ Implements the required financial 
and accounting operations and 
oversight

➢ Allocates project risk between 
parties of a PPP to reduce moral 
hazard

➢ Supported by several frameworks 
for professional judgement and 
ethics

➢ Assesses financial viability and 
identifies strategies for risk 
mitigation

➢ Considers deliverable finance 
options

➢ Supports clearer and more 
objective public discourse, 
increases public awareness of risks

➢ Helps to develop strategy

➢ Advises on frameworks to ensure 
accountability and transparency

➢ Questions project assumptions

➢ Employs mechanisms to ensure 
ethical behaviour

Value of Accountants to Infrastructure Projects 

Planning and 
selection of projects

Financing 
projects

Delivering projects 
and oversight



The ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance 
Qualification

The ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance Qualification (ISCA IPFQ) will benefit individuals and existing professionals to

heighten their knowledge within the infrastructure value chain. The specialised qualification is an applied learning

providing a pathway for professionals at an early stage of their careers to:

Gain an 
understanding of 

the project finance 
market 

Learn from the 
experience of 

industry experts

Begin a transition 
towards a career in 

project finance



Asia’s First Infrastructure and Project Finance 
Pathway

First qualification leading to 
the conferment of a credential 
by a professional body in Asia

Practical workshops offered by 
EY Singapore, with ASEAN
case studies

Flexibility to take up 
individual modules

Developed with inputs from 
industry experts

Gain hands-on experience in 
financial modelling for
infrastructure projects

Networking opportunities 
with the community



Course Structure

Module 1: 
Project Lifecycle

Topic 1: 

Project Development

Topic 2:

Procurement Processes

Module 2: 
Project Risks and Financing

Topic 3: 

Risks Analysis and Mitigation

Topic 4:

Project Financing

Module 3: 
Contracts and Modelling

Topic 5: 

PPP Contracts

Topic 6:

Project Value and Modelling



Module Summary 
Topics Description

Topic 1
Project Development

➢ Aims to equip candidates with a foundation of understanding of project development and stages 
in a procurement process.

➢ Candidates are expected to understand the factors that are required to be taken into account as 
part of project development as well as assess the different stages involves in the procurement 
processes.

Topic 2
Procurement Processes

Topic 3
Risk Analysis and Mitigation

➢ Aims to equip candidates with a foundation of skills in risk analysis and mitigation as well as 
project finance.

➢ Candidates are expected to understand risk analysis and its application as part of project 
development and implementation.  Candidates are also expected to understand characteristics 
of project finance, the various sources and financing terms.

Topic 4 
Project Financing

Topic 5
PPP Contracts

➢ Aims to equip candidates with a foundation of understanding in PPP contracts and project value.
➢ Candidates are expected to understand the basic structure of a PPP contract and the key 

commercial principles involved in designing PPP contracts as well as basic concept of Value For 
Money (VFM) and financial modelling of PPP projects.

Topic 6
Project Value and Modelling



Infrastructure and Project Finance Pathway
ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance Professional 

(ISCA IPFP) Credential

ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance 
Qualification (ISCA IPFQ)

Route 1

Qualification

3 years recent and relevant work experience 
in project finance / infrastructure industry, 
subject to meeting the prevailing 
membership admission requirements

Entry requirements:

1. Recognised Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, and

2. At least 2 years of professional work experience.

Entry requirements:

1. Non-ISCA members shall apply for Associate membership; or

2. Existing ISCA members:

FCA (Singapore), CA (Singapore), Associate (ISCA).

3. At least 7 years of recent and relevant work experience, and

completion of at least 2 projects worth a total value of S$100

million, up to financial close.

Route 2

Grandfathering Scheme

Valid till 31 December 2020

Visit ISCA’s website for more details



Infrastructure and Project Finance Knowledge 
Package 

DATES PROGRAMME TITLE FEES (incl. GST)

1 Oct & 4 Oct

ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance 

Qualification

(Module 1: Project Lifecycle)

$1,391

2 Oct & 3 Oct Asia Infrastructure Forum*
Early Bird: $199

Usual Price: $350

25 Nov

ISCA Infrastructure & Project Finance 

Qualification 

(Optional: Module 1 Examination)

$2,354

(incl. workshops fees)

*Limited seats available on a first-come, first-serve basis



Thank You


